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United States Patent Office 

2,978,986 
FREE PESTTON ENGINE 

Frank B. Carder, Darien, Conn, and Leopold Strauss, 
East Rockaway, N.Y., assignors to American Machine 
& Foundry Company, a corporation of New Jersey 

Filied Sept. 28, 1956, Ser. No. 612,740 
22 Claim.s. (CI. 103-27) 

This invention relates to internal combustion power 
plants, and more particularly to a free piston internal 
combustion engine provided with a hydraulic-pneumatic 
operating system, and wherein the operation of the free 
piston internal combustion engine is directly controlled 
by the operation of the hydraulic-pneumatic system. 

In accordance with the invention, there is provided a 
free piston internal combustion engine wherein the en 
gine, or power, pistons are provided with auxiliary pump 
ing pistons, for pumping hydraulic fluid cyclically into 
the circuits. On the power stroke of the power pistons, 
the pump pistons pump the working fluid into a high 
pressure accumulator in which the work developed dur 
ing the power stroke, producing the outboard movement 
of all the pistons, is absorbed, in part, by the compression 
of the gas in the pneumatic portion of the accumulator 
and, in part, by the external, useful output work pro 
duced by a hydraulic motor connected to the hydraulic 
half of the high pressure accumulator. On the inboard, 
or inward, movement, or compression stroke, of the en 
gine pistons, the power required for compressing air in 
the engine cylinder is furnished by the expansion of the 
compressed gases in the pneumatic accumulator, and as 
the result thereof, the engine pistons are moved towards 
each other and the air therebetween is compressed, ready 
for the next cycle. 

This application is a continuation-in-part application of 
the earlier parent application Serial #445,706 filed July 
26, 1954, now abandoned, entitled "Free Piston Engine.' 
The power plant embodying the invention comprises 

generally three basic components, namely, an internal 
combustion free piston engine directly actuating a hy 
draulic pump, a hydraulic-pneumatic high pressure accu 
Imulator to receive and store the energy from the engine 
in a form of fluid under pressure, and a liquid-actuated, 
energy consuming system comprising one or more motors, 
turbines, piston actuators, or the like, which utilize the 
energy flowing from the pump and the high pressure ac 
cumulator, liquid under pressure acting through the pump 
pistons to return the engine pistons on their compression 
strokes. 

In general, in the preferred forms of the invention, 
there is provided a diesel two-stroke cycle internal com 
bustion engine. This engine comprises two opposed free 
pistons movable in a common cylinder and having a 
common combustion chamber. Scavenging air is ad 
mitted into the cylinder when the pistons reach an ex 
tended, or an outward, position and uncover the intake 
and exhaust ports, whereby scavenging air is admitted 
to assist in the removal of the exhaust gases through the 
uncovered exhaust gas ports. 
The engine pistons are provided with hydraulic pump 

pistons formed integrally thereon in tandem, or the equiv 
alent, which convert the engine's mechanical energy into 
potential energy stored in the high pressure accumulator 
through the hydraulic and gas system by compressing gas 
in the accumulator. This is accomplished when the 
pumping pistons discharge a quantity of oil or other suit 
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able hydraulic fluid through a check valve into the accu 
mulator which produces compression of gas in the ac 
cumulator, in the illustrated embodiment of the inven 
tion the accumulator being a suitable type of hydraulic 
pneumatic accumulator in which liquid is separated from 
gas by means of a flexible diaphragm. The accumulator 
then discharges its stored potential energy through the 
expansion of gases and expulsion of the hydraulic fluid 
to any suitable power consuming system, such as a hy 
draulic motor, at a rate determined by the external load 
requirements. 
The engine, or the power, pistons are also provided 

with return or bounce pistons which may be attached in 
tandem with the engine pistons. The bounce pistons 
may also utilize the rear surface of the engine pistons. 
The bounce pistons are used to return the engine pistons 
to their inward position and thus produce a compression 
stroke. This is accomplished by utilizing some of the 
potential energy stored within the accumulator system by 
means of a suitable pressure control valve which also 
serves to stop and start the engine in response to changes 
of pressure in the accumulator system. Dynamic balance 
and synchronization of the engine pistons may be main 
tained by means of suitable conventional connecting link 
age, interconnecting the two free pistons. 

It is an object of the invention to provide a novel free 
piston engine, a control system for such engine, and a 
hydraulic-pneumatic accumulator associated therewith, in 
which a minimum number of moving parts and bearings 
are required, as compared with a conventional internal 
combustion engine employing connecting rods and a crank 
shaft. 
Another object of the invention is to provide a power 

plant in which combustion energy is converted into hy 
draulic energy for delivery to any type and number of 
external hydraulically actuated devices with a simplified 
control mechanism which avoids the need for a separate 
hydraulic pump and the customary complex interconnec 
tions between the power pistons in the engine and the 
pump plungers in the hydraulic pump. 

It is a further object of the invention to provide a novel 
power plant embodying a free piston engine and a hy 
draulic-pneumatic accumulator in which the functioning 
of the engine is controlled by a valve arranged to start 
the engine when the pressure of the working fluid is be 
low a predetermined minimum pressure, to maintain it in 
operation until a predetermined maximum pressure has 
been attained and to stop it when that maximum pressure 
is reached, whereby the engine operates always at a high 
load factor with consequent high efficiency. 
With these and other objects not specifically mentioned 

herein in view, the invention consists in certain improve 
ments which will be apparent from the following descrip 
tion of the specific embodiments illustrated in the accom 
panying drawings and from the claims. 

In the drawings: 
Figure 1 is the schematic diagram of a preferred form 

of the invention; 
Figure 2 is a side view, partly in section, of control 

valve; 
Figure 3 is a side view, partly in section, of a modified 

form of the control valve; 
Figure 4 is the schematic diagram, similar to Figure 1, 

illustrating an engine having a separate accumulator for 
producing piston bounce, and using the control valve 
shown in Figure 3; 

Figure 5 is the schematic diagram of the engine in 
which one set of the bounce and pumping is performed 
by hydraulic pistons and the return of the power pistons 
is effected by the pressure of a low pressure accumulator; 

Figure 6 is a longitudinal sectional view through the 
power piston and its hydraulic attachments illustrating di 
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agrammatically a modification of the piston and pump 
arrangement; 

Figure 7 is a transverse sectional view on line 7-7, 
Figure 6; ???? 

Figure 8 is a sectional view similar to Figure 6 of 
another alternative modification of the piston and pump 
arrangement; 

Figure 9 is a transverse sectional view on line 9-9, 
Figure 8. h- 

Figure 10 is a side view, partly in section, of a modi 
fied form of the control valve suitable for application to 
engines of high power. 

Referring to the drawings, and more particularly to Fig. 
1, the free piston engine () is provided with a cylinder 
20 in which are located for movement to and from each 
other power pistons 22, each of which is provided with a 
return, or bounce, piston 30 and a pump piston 32, shown 
in tandem arrangement and forming an integral part of 
piston 22. As shown in Figs. 6 to 9 inclusive, the bounce 
piston and the pump piston portions may be telescoped 
within the skirts of pistons 22. The bounce pistons 30 
move the power pistons 22 through a compression stroke, 
and the pump pistons 32 pump hydraulic fluid during the 
power stroke. - Y 

Cylinder 20 is provided with conventional intake ports 
34 and exhaust ports 36, and a suitable conventional type 
of diesel fuel injector 38. When pistons 22 in cylinder 
20 uncover exhaust ports 36, exhaust gases flow out 
through exhaust ports as compressed air enters ports 34. 
The cylinder heads 23 have vents as indicated at 25 to ob 
tain free travel of the power pistons. 
On the power stroke of pistons 22, hydraulic fluid is 

forced by pump pistons 32 through conduits 58, check 
valve 60 and conduit 59 into the high pressure accumula 
tor 50. Hydraulic fluid is also forced by the bounce pis 
tons 30 through conduits 64, control valve 66 and con 
duit 68 into either accumulator 50, motor 78, or both of 
them, the amount of fluid supplied to accumulator 50, 
depending on the load carried by motor 78. The larger 
the load, the larger percentage of fluid flows directly to 
motor 78 rather than accumulator 50. 

Scavenging of cylinder 20 and introduction of fresh air 
into the cylinder is accomplished by means of a dynamic 
compressor 40 which is driven by any suitable hydraulic 
motor 44 actuated by hydraulic fluid conveyed through a 
pipe 52 connected to the high pressure accumulator 50. 
Fluid at reduced pressure flows from motor 44 through a 
conduit 54 into a low pressure accumulator 56. Alter 
natively, scavenging pistons of known types may be sub 
stituted for blower 40. Accumulators 50 and 56 may be 
of the diaphragm type, shown in Fig. 1, or of any other 
known type. 

Check valve 60 permits flow of fluid from conduit 58 
to conduits 59 and 68 as long as the fluid pressure is 
higher in conduit 58 than in conduit 59. A manually op 
erated shut-off valve 72 is connected in conduit 68 which 
is used to disconnect the high pressure accumulator 50 
from the entire system when there is a long shut-off pe 
riod. High pressure fluid thus can be retained in accumu 
lator 50 while the pressure in the remaining portion of 
the system drops because of unavoidable leakage. Since 
long shut-off periods are quite common, it is also cus 
tomary to relieve the entire system, with the exception of 
the accumulators, of the entire pressure. This is accom 
plished by providing an additional shut-off valve for the 
low pressure accumulator (not shown) and providing an 
additional valve and connections for venting the remain 
ing part of the system to an atmospheric Sump, Such as 
sump 5 or 5. Such venting also prevents undesired fur 
ther motion of motor 78 and pistons 32 while pressure in 
the system would be dropping to ambient pressure. The 
venting systems of the above type are well-known in the 
art, do not constitute a part of this invention, and, there 
fore, need no further description. Conduit 88 connects 
conduit 59 with a valve 66 which is connected to the 
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4. 
bounce pistons 30 through conduits 64, and conduit 58 
is connected to conduit 74 and the low pressure accumu 
lator 56 through a check valve 76. The arrow shows 
the permitted direction of flow through the check valves. 
Check valve 76 permits flow of fluid from low pressure 
accumulator 56 to cylinders 28 through conduits 58 when 
the pump pistons 32 travel inwardly, i.e. when pistons 32 
have their intake strokes, and pressure in duct 58 is lower 
than in accumulator 56. Check valve 76 is of a pressure 
shut-off type, well known in the art, in which the valve 
may be held on its seat, flow in both directions being thus 
blocked, by pressure applied through a piston connected 
to duct 87 leading from control valve 66. 
The liquid-operated motor 78 may be of variable or 

constant displacement type, or may be replaced by any 
hydraulic power consuming system comprising any num 
ber of motors, turbines, piston actuators or the like. Hy 
draulically operated motors and turbines are also well 
known in the art and need no detailed description or illus 
tration. Motor 78 discharges the working fluid into the 
low pressure accumulator 56. 

Referring now to Fig. 2, it illustrates the construction 
and connections of the control valve 66 on an enlarged 
scale. Valve 66 contains a composite piston and poppet 
valve comprising a poppet head 30, a stem 13, a spool 
valve A0, a stem 2, a piston 14 and a push rod 30. 
Poppet head 39 is adapted to open and close a pilot con 
nection from duct 88 to duct 64 through pilot passages 
39 and 20. Piston 114 is in communication at all times 
on its upper surface with duct 88 through a pilot passage 
2; piston 14 is also subjected to an upward force pro 
duced by a spring 82 which is mounted between a washer 
108 and the enlarged end 31 of the push-rod 30. The 
force exerted by spring 82 may be manually adjusted by 
a wing nut 83 and an adjusting screw it2 which is 
threaded through a fixed support 104. A lock nut 103 
Secures screw 692 against undesired turning. 
As indicated in Fig. 2, piston 114 connects the pilot pas 

sage 124 with the high pressure pilot passage 12 when 
piston 14 is in its lower position. When piston S4 is 
in its upper position, the pilot passage, or duct, 124 be 
comes disconnected from the high pressure pilot pas 
sage, or duct, 12 and duct 88. Piston 14 is in its upper 
position within its cylinder 125 only when the upward 
force exerted by spring 82 overcomes the downward force 
exerted by the pressure of the working fluid on the face, 
or head, 132 of piston 14 and the upper face, or the 
upper surface, of the poppet valve 80. The upper posi 
tion of piston 114 also corresponds to the open position of 
the spool valve 110 which results in the connection of 
duct 88 to duct 64. With the valve 66 thus in open posi 
tion, the diesel engine is started because of the pressure 
exerted by the working fluid on the bounce pistons. Open 
ing of valve 66 must also produce an immediate release 
of the check valve 76 from its closed position, so that 
this check valve, upon its release, can respond freely to 
ithe differential pressure which may exist between duct 
74 and duct 58; when pressure in duct 74 is higher than 
in duct 58, valve 76 permits the free flow of the hydrau 
lic fluid from the hydraulic chamber of the low pressure 
accumulator 56 to the pumping pistons 32 during the 
suction stroke of these pistons. Such release of valve 
76 by valve 66, upon the opening of valve 66, is ac 
complished by venting ducts 87 and 124 through a duct 
96 which is connected to an atmospheric sump 5 or 5'. 
This at once releases the hydraulic pressure exerted on 
that piston (not shown) which keeps valve 76 closed as 
long as valve 66 is closed as will be mentioned more in 
detail later. Such locking of the check valve 76 is neces 
sary for preventing the fluid from the low pressure ac 
cumulator 56, which is under pressure of several atmos 
pheres, from producing a partial compression stroke or 
moving of the composite pistons toward the center of 
cylinder 20 during long shutdown periods. The hydrau 
lic chamber in the low pressure accumulator 56 must 
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have a positive pressure of the order of several atmos 
pheres so as to produce proper, quick filling of the 
pumping cylinders 28 when pistons 32 perform their suc 
tion stroke. This positive pressure obviously should be 
kept as low as possible, and still avoid cavitation, since 
it is subtracted from the pressure in the high pressure 
accumulator 50 and thus reduces the useful hydraulic 
head available across the hydraulic motor 78. 
Valve 66 functions to open and connect duct 88 to 

duct 64 whenever the pressure in duct 88 falls below 
the predetermined minimum value p established by the 
adjustment of spring 82. Valve 66 then closes again 
whenever the pressure reaches a predetermined maximum 
value p. This maximum value p is also dependent on 
the force exerted by spring 82. However, the difference 
between the maximum and the minimum pressures p1 and 
pa, i.e. (p1-pa) is independent of the spring tension and 
is established, or determined, by the effective areas of 
the poppet head 80 and piston 114. The effective area 
A of piston 114 is area 32 which is equal to the total 
area of the piston head minus the area of stem 12. This 
is due to the fact that high pressure from duct 88 is 
exerted only on one side of poppet head 80 when valve 
66 is closed (this area will be designated as A2) but 
on both sides when it is open. Neglecting the minor sec 
tion area of stem i3 (the cross-sectional area of stem 
113 will be designated as A4; therefore 

where A is the bottom area of the puppet head 80 minus 
the area A of stem 113), valve 66 opens when the Sum 
of the forces on poppet 80 and piston 114 is less than 
the force of spring 82, and closes when the pressure on 
piston 114 alone exceeds the spring force. The ratio 
of the closing pressure p1 to the opening pressure P2 is 
thus seen approximately to be 

p1 area of poppet 80+ area of piston 114 
22 area of piston 114 

O 

F1=1 area of poppet 80, =1+ ps ' ' area of piston 114 pe A1 
Thus, for example, if the area of piston E4 is four times 
the area of poppet 80, the pressure ratio is 14. As a 
further example, then, if the minimum pressure p2 estab 
lished by the spring adjustment is 3,000 pounds per 
square inch, the maximum pressure p1, i.e. that which 
closes the valve, is 3,000x14=3,750=p1 pounds per 
square inch. To prevent blocking of spool valve 10 
by air or liquid trapped in spaces 119 and 21, vents :23 
and 125 are provided which may be open to the atmos 
phere or externally interconnected. 
The following equations may be written in view of the 

above discussion: 
Valve 66 opens when 

p2A1--p2A2S (1) 
where S is the force exerted by spring 82. 
Valve 66 closes when 

and from S(1) and (2), (assuming (1) and (2) are equal 
to S if the frictional forces are neglected) 

p2 A1-A 
and 

??O2A - c- 4 p-p=? (4) 
Equations 3 and 4 indicate that the ratio 

P 
P2 
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6 
and the difference pi-pa are the functions of the geometry 
of the pilot valve 80-113-14-112 and are independ 
ent of S. 

In order to maintain hydraulic pressure in chamber 12 
during long shutoff periods, the disclosed system includes a 
positive displacement pump 17 driven by a motor 18 con 
nected to a source of current 9 through a pressure-sensi 
tive switch 1. Switch 1 is connected to chamber 12 
through a pipe 2 which closes switch 1 when pressure in 
chamber 2 falls below a predetermined value. Pump 
17 is connected to chamber 12 through a pipe 3 and a 
check valve 4; it is also connected to an atmospheric 
sump 5 through a pipe 6. When pressure in chamber 12 
is maintained in the above manner during long shut-off 
periods, the entire engine is started by merely opening 
the shut-off valve 72. Fluid under high pressure travels 
through the ducts 68, 59 and 88, valve 66 and duct 64 
to the bounce pistons 30 and bounce chambers 7 in cylin 
ders 31 making all the pistons to travel inwardly, thus 
executing the compression stroke. It should be noted 
here that the shut-off valve 53 is also opened at this time 
for starting hydraulic motor or turbine 44 and compres 
sor 40. 
The operation of the engine illustrated in Figures 

and 2 is as follows: 
It will be assumed here that the pressure in chamber 12 

has been originally created by means of pump 7 which is 
operated from the external source of power a9. Chamber 
12 is filled with the working fluid from an atmospheric 
sump 5 through pipes 6 and 3, line 3 being provided with a 
check valve 4 which allows the fluid to flow only in one 
direction from pump 7 to chamber 2. Chamber 12 is 
also provided with an outgoing pipe or line 29 and a 
manually operated valve 30 which connects chamber 12 
to the atmospheric Sump 5. Valve 130 is opened at the 
time chamber 12 is being initially filled with the work 
ing hydraulic fluid. Line 29 and valve 130 permit the 
escape of the trapped air within chamber 2 and the 
remaining portion of the system. Similar pressurizing 
system is provided for pressurizing the low pressure ac 
cumulator 56. This portion of the pressurizing system 
has the same numerals as the pressurizing system for 
accumulator 50, but the numerals are primed for differ 
entiating the two systems. Pipe lines are also provided 
(not illustrated) for the entire disclosed hydraulic system 
for initially removing any trapped air from the system. 
Since this feature of the power plant is known to the prior 
art and does not constitute a part of the invention no fur 
ther description of the air escape system is needed here. 

After the hydraulic fluid reaches a predetermined pres 
sure within chamber 2, switch is actuated through 
pipe 2 and motor 8 is disconnected from source 19 
with the result that pump 7 is stopped. It will be 
assumed here at this time that the remaining portion of 
the hydraulic system also has been filled properly with 
the hydraulic fluid without any trapped air and that 
accumulator 56 was also filled and pressurized to the 
desired pressure. The power plant at this stage may 
be started by merely opening the normally closed valve 
72 which at once admits the hydraulic fluid under high 
pressure from chamber 12 to the ducts 68, 59, 88, 89 
and 12 (see Fig. 2 for ducts 89 and 21). 
When the pressure in accumulator 50 falls below the 

minimum pressure established by the adjustment of spring 
82, valve 66 opens. Pressure from accumulator 50 is 
then transmitted through ducts 68, 59, 88, cylinder 119 
and duct 64 to the heads of the bounce pistons 39. The 
power pistons 22 are thus urged inward, closing off ex 
haust port 36 and inlet port 34 and compressing the air 
in cylinder 20. As pistons 22 approach each other, fuel 
is injected at 33 and is ignited by the heat of compres 
sion. As the pistons 22 move inward, they carry with 
them pump plungers 32 which thus allow pump cylinders 
28 to be filled with fluid from low pressure accumulator 
56 flowing through duct 74, check valve 76 and ducts 58, 
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The pressure of the gases in the combustion space be 
tween piston 22 brings them to rest and then, after igni 
tion and burning of fuel, hot gases force them outwardly. 
The outward motion reverses the flow from the bounce 
pistons 30, forcing fluid back through valve 66 into 
high pressure accumulator 5. Simultaneously, pump 
plungers 32 force the fluid from cylinders 28 through 
ducts 58, check valve 60, ducts 59 and 63 and into 
accumulator 50. If power is being used by motor 78, a 
portion or all of the fluid from cylinders 28 and 3 may 
go directly to motor 78 instead of accumulator 5, the ap 
portionment of the flow depending on the demand of the 
motor in relation to the supply of the pump elements. 
Fluid passing through motor 78 continues into low pres 
sure accumulator 56 where it is ready to repeat its flow 
circuit. 
As pistons 22 approach the outer ends of their stroke, 

exhaust port 36 and intake port 34 are uncovered, allow 
ing air from blower 40 to scavenge the exhaust gases and 
to replace them with fresh air. The combined pressures 
on pistons 3G and 32 bring the pistons 22 to rest in 
their initial position, whereupon the cycle described above 
is repeated. 

If the pressure in accumulator 50 rises sufficiently dur 
ing a power stroke to shut off valve 66 before pistons 22 
have reached their extreme outer position, the piston 
inertia raises the pressure in cylinders 35 above that 
in accumulator 58. This pressure differential acting on 
poppet head 89 holds spool valve 10 open until the 
bounce pistons 30 come to rest. Thus assurance is pro 
vided that valve 66 will close only when pistons 22 have 
completed a power stroke. 

If provisions were not made to guard against it, after 
the stopping of the engine by the closing of valve 66, 
pistons 22 would creep inward and thus prevent develop 
ment of the necessary compression for a new start when 
valve 66 reopens. This action is due to the fact that, 
although bounce pistons 30 are shut off from pressure 
by valve 66, pump pistons 32 are not cut off from the 
low pressure accumulator 56 in which the fluid is at a 
pressure high enough to overcome the restraint of pistons 
30 and thus cause pistons 22 to move inward. 
To avoid the above described difficulty, check valve 

76 may be of the pressure shut-off type, as described 
above, with duct 87 connecting it to control valve 66. 
When valve 66 closes, piston 34 opens duct 87 to the 
high pressure, thus actuating the shut-off provision in 
valve 76. When valve 66 is open, duct 87 and passage, or 
port, 24 are vented through a drain, or low pressure, 
duct 96 under the relieved edge of piston 14, valve 76 
being thus unblocked. In this manner, the creepage of 
the pistons is prevented. 
The arrangement shown in Figs. 3 and 4 employs a 

separate bounce pressure accumulator 52 to actuate the 
bounce pistons 36, the flow from accumulator 52 being 
simply one of reciprocal interchange of fluid between 
the accumulator 52 and the cylinders 3 with no inter 
mingling with the fluid circulating through cylinders 28, 
accumulator 50, motor 78 and accumulator 56. The valve 
arrangement of Fig. 2 requires some modification, as 
shown in Fig. 3, when applied to the system illustrated in 
Fig. 4. 
The valve 66 differs from valve 66 essentially in the 

omission of poppet head 8 and passages 89 and 20, 
there being substituted therefor the mechanical detent 
arrangement shown in Fig. 3. For this purpose, the valve 
stem 33 extends through the end of the casing of valve 
66 and is notched at 326 and 327. Arranged for en 

gagement with notches 326 and 327 are rollers 328 ro 
tatably supported in forked lugs 336 of levers 332, pivoted 
at 334 on the valve casing. The outer ends of levers 
332 are urged together by tension spring 336, the ten 
sion of which may be adjusted and secured by means 
of screw 338, wing nut 340 and lock nut 342. Duct 
188 interconnects accumulator 152 and valve 166 while 
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8 
the other side of valve 66 connects with duct 64, as in 
the arrangement of Fig. 1. A by-pass line made up of 
ducts 167 and check valve 6S connects duct 64 with duct 
169 and the bounce accumulator 52 to allow the direct 
flow of fluid from cylinders 3 through ducts 64, 167 
and check valve 168 into accumulator 152; flow in the 
reverse direction is prevented by check valve 163. In 
Fig. 4, the pump cylinders 28 are connected to the high 
pressure accumulator 50 through the ducts 58 and 59. 
Duct 87 connects check valve 76 to valve 466 for the 
Same reasons as in Fig. 1. Also, pilot line 32 connects 
accumulator 50 with cylinder 35 and the head of piston 
314 which corresponds to piston E4 of Fig. 2. Duct 
324 and duct 187 cooperate with piston 354 to control 
check valve 76, as do the corresponding parts in Figs. 1 
and 2. Cylinder 319 is provided with vents 323 and 
325 to insure free travel of the spool valve 310. 
The operation of the modification of the invention 

illustrated in Figs. 3 and 4 is as follows: 
Accumulator 52 acts on pistons 36 precisely as a 

spring, and a mechanical spring could have been substi 
tuted for it if it were not for dimensional inconvenience. 
Continuing the mechanical analogy, valve ió6 acts as a 
detent holding the hypothetical spring in compressed posi 
tion when pressure in accumulator 5 has acted to move 
it into a blocking position. 
The action of the pump plungers 32 is unchanged and 

is substantially that of a conventional hydraulic plunger 
pump. As to the operation of valve 166, when pressure 
in accumulator 50 drops below the minimum predeter 
mined value p2, the force of spring E82 which may be 
designated as a force --S overcomes a force F produced 
by the pressure on piston 314 (F1=p41 in this case, 
where A is the effective area of the piston) and the hold 
ing force S2 of rollers 328 in their engagement with notch 
327, and causes the valve assembly, comprising piston 
314, stem 3i2, spool valve 310 and stem 353, to rise until 
notch 326 engages rollers 328, at which time communica 
tion fron accumulator 52 to duct 64 is opened by spool 
valve 310. The pistons 3 are, therefore, forced inward 
to compress the air into the combustion space. The engine 
16 then continues to run in the manner previously de 
scribed until pressure in accumulator 50 reaches the pre 
determined maximum value pi. Pressure on piston 314 
then overcomes the combined force of spring S2 and 
roller 328, causing piston 34 to jump to its lowest posi 
tion, which closes valve 66. Closing of waive 166 stops 
the engine. 

By-pass duct 67 and check valve 68 serve to allow 
pistons 22 to complete their power stroke when valve 166 
closes while they are still moving outward. 
The arrangement of Figs. 3 and 4 has certain advan 

tages over that of Figs. 1 and 2. Thus, detent spring 
336 with its adjusting provision, wing nut 340, permits 
adjustment of the range of pressure, or the difference be 
tween p1 and p2, i.e. p1-p, in addition to the adjust 
ment of mean pressure, 

by wing nut 305, while in valve 66 of Fig. 2 the range 
of pressure (P1-pa), is fixed by the proportions of poppet 
head 80 and piston 4. . 

Using the same terminology as in Equations 1 through 
4, and designating the force exerted by spring 336 as 
being equal to S2, one obtains: 
For closing valve 66: 

p1A1S,51--S (5) 
For opening valve 66: 

)6( ????????-p241 
Therefore, m 

2S p-p=? (7) 
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Accordingly, by eliminating spring 336, S becomes equal 
to Zero and p1=p2, while when spring 336 is tightened, 
the difference between p and ps, i.e. p1-pa, becomes 
larger. 

Equations 5 and 6 also indicate that p1 and p are 
equally affected by the adjustment of spring 182, p and 
pa both increasing equal amounts when spring 182 is 
tightened, and vice-versa. 
The use of the separate accumulator. 52 for bounce 

makes it independent of the pressure fluctuation in ac 
cumulator 50, which is advantageous for some applica 
tIOS. 
The valve arrangement of Fig. 3 may be substituted 

for that of Fig. 2 in the form of the invention illustrated 
in Fig. 1 by simply replacing poppet head 80 and its 
connections with a mechanical detent similar to that of 
Fig. 3. 

In the modification of the invention illustrated in Fig. 5 
the power pistons 522, power cylinder 523, exhaust ports 
536, inlet ports 534, scaveriging blower 540, fuel injector 
538, motor 544 and hydraulic lines 552 and 554 function 
in the same manner as the corresponding parts in Fig. 1. 
The pump plungers 532, however, are attached directly 
to, or formed integral with, power pistons 522 the in 
termediate bounce pistons, numbered 30 in Fig. 1, being 
eliminated in Fig. 5. 

Pistons 532, sliding in cylinders 528, alternately dis 
charge fluid into and receive fluid from duct 564, which 
is connected through duct 559 and check valve 56 to 
high pressure accumulator 550 and the input side of 
motor 578 and to low pressure accumulator 556. 
check valve 576 and duct 574 to the discharge side of 
motor 578 and to low pressure accumulator 556. 
Manually operated shut-off valve 572 serves to retain 
pressure in accumulator 550 during extended periods of 
rest. 

Regulator valve 566 is similar in construction to valve 
366 illustrated in Fig. 3, described previously. In Fig. 
5, valve 566 is connected to duct 574, which leads to 
the low pressure accumulator 556 and the low pressure 
side of motor 578, instead of the high pressure accumu 
lator and the motor inlet, as is the case for the arrange 
ments illustrated in Figs. 1, 2 and 3 with respect to valves 
66 and 366. Also, the necessity for blocking check valve 
576 does not exist in this arrangement because, when 
valve 566 is closed, all communication to piston 532 is 
broken. Valve 566 is therefore modified from the ar 
rangement of Fig. 3 by the omission of passages 324 
and duct 87. 
The modification illustrated in Fig. 5 operates as fol 

?ows: 
Starting with the position shown in Fig. 5, flow from 

accumulator 550 through motor 578 into low pressure 
accumulator 556 reduces the pressure in accumulator 
550 and pilot line 52, thus allowing spring 582 to move 
spool valve 59 to its upper position with valve 566 
opened for communication from accumulator 556 to 
pump cylinders 528. The areas of plungers 532 are 
considerably larger than the step areas of pistons 30 of 
Fig. 1 so that a bounce impulse is imparted to pistons 
522 by the lower pressure of accumulator 556 as com 
pared to that delivered in the arrangement of Fig. 1 by 
the high pressure of accumulator 50 to pistons 22. 
Pistons 522 are thus impelled inwardly, receive the com 
bustion impulse from the fuel injection at 538, and are 
thereby impelled outwardly with increased energy. As 
the direction of motion reverses, check valve 576 closes, 
thus blocking return of fluid through valve 566 to accumu 
lator 556, while at the same time check valve 560 opens 
and permits the fluid discharged from cylinders 528 to 
enter accumulator 550 and motor-578. 
At the outer end of the stroke, check valve 560 closes 

and check valve 576 opens, the cycle described above 
being then repeated. 

If the energy absorbed by motor 578 is less than that 
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10 
supplied by engine 510, the balance is absorbed by accu 
mulator 556 in the form of raised pressure. When pres 
sure in accumulator 550 reaches the maximum value for 
which valve 566 is adjusted, spring 582 is overpowered 
and spool valve 5:0 is moved down to the closed posi 
tion shown, whereby the bounce pressure is removed 
from plungers 532 and the action of the engine arrested 
until pressure in accumulator 550 again falls to the mini 
mum value for which valve 566 is adjusted. Since pres 
sure in accumulator 550 can rise only during a power 
stroke the shutting of valve 566 can occur only while 
plungers 532 are moving outward. If the closing should 
occur before the end of the stroke, the pistons 522 will 
continue to move outwardly and will complete the power 
stroke, discharging fluid from cylinders 528 into accu 
Inulator 556 through check valve 560 in the normal 
manner. Consequently no by-pass connection for valve 
556 is required, as is the case with valve 66 and 366, to 
insure completion of the power stroke after shut-off. 
The pressure in accumulator 556 must be maintained 

at a value Sufficient to provide the required bounce pres 
sure. This may be assured by control of the amount 
of hydraulic fluid in the closed system in the manner 
described in connection with pumps 17 and 7 in Fig. 1. 
The details of several auxiliary systems, and devices 

which are known in the art and are customary in the 
free piston engine and hydraulic arts have been omitted 
from the drawings and descriptions for simplifying them. 
These include: means for synchronizing the pistons, pis 
ton seals, lubricating devices, cylinder cooling provisions, 
alternate Scavenging systems, supercharging provisions, 
fuel injection devices and regulators therefor, means for 
returning the pistons to their outer positions if they have 
gotten out of place while the engine is stopped, means 
for the initial pressure charging of the accumulators 
means for eliminating air from the hydraulic system, hy 
draulic packings, fluid coolers, provisions for collecting 
leaked fluid and restoring it to the system, and so forth. 
Such systems require no disclosure here because they 
are known to those skilled in the art and do not con 
stitute a part of this invention. 

Fig. 5, when compared with Figs. 1 and 4, has the ad 
Vantage of greater simplicity, with consequent savings in 
Weight and space. 

Figs. 1, 4 and 5 contain simplified arrangements of the 
piston Systems. However, when so arranged, the over 
all length of the engine and pump assembly becomes un 
duly great. In practice this difficulty may be overcome 
by locating the hydraulic elements within the piston 
skirts as in the two alternative modifications illustrated 
in Figs, 6 to 9 inclusive. In Figs. 6 and 7 the pump and 
bounce plungers are concentrically arranged while in 
Figs. 8 and 9 they are disposed transversely of the interior 
of the piston skirt. 

Piston 666 in cylinder 607 is shown at the end of the 
power stroke. A tube 604 is mounted centrally within 
the skirt of piston 606. A tube 611, secured to cylinder 
cover 62, fits slidably within tube 604 and tube 610 also 
secured to, or formed integrally with cover 612, fits 
slidably over tube 604. Tube 611 acts as the pump 
piston, fluid being forced on the power stroke through 
conical passage 605, the interior of tube 611 and duct 
658 to a high pressure accumulator, such as 50 in Figs. 1 
and 4. 

Similarly, tube 604 acts as the bounce piston, in place 
of step piston 30 in Figs. 1 and 4, communicating through 
passages 602, 60 and duct 664 with the source of bounce 
pressure, Such as accumulator 50 in Fig. 1 and accumu 
lator 152 in Fig. 4. When the disposition of Figs. 6 and 
7 is used with the arrangement of Fig. 5, the tube 610 
and its connections are eliminated, tube 611 acting to 
provide both bouncing and pumping functions. 

In the alternative arrangement of Figs. 8 and 9, there 
are three tubes 808, 810 and 811 attached to cylinder 
cover 814, the central tube 810 acting as bounce piston 
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3. The free piston engine as defined in claim 1 in which 
said control means also includes means for increasing or 
decreasing the magnitude of the difference between pl. 
and H?2• 

4. The free piston engine as defined in claim 1 in which 
said control means includes first means for simultaneously 
and equally varying in the same direction the magnitudes 
of p1 and p2, and second means, independent of the first 
means, for increasing or decreasing the difference be 
tween pl? and p2. 

5. The free piston engine as defined in claim 1 in which 
said control means includes means for simultaneously 
increasing p1 and decreasing by an equal amount pa for 
varying the magnitude of the difference between p1 and p2 
while maintaining p--p constant. 

2 

6. The free piston engine as defined in claim 1 which 
includes a direct mechanical connection between said pilot 
piston and said valve, said valve being a spool valve, a 
cylinder for said spool valve, said last-recited cylinder 
being hydraulically connected to said accumulator means 
on one side and to said pumping and bounce piston means 
on the other side; a poppet valve, a push-rod connected 
to said poppet valve and to said spool valve, a duct hy 
draulically connecting the head side of said poppet valve 
to said accumulator means, and a second duct hydrauli 
cally connecting the push-rod side of the poppet valve to 
said pumping and bounce piston means. 

7. A free piston engine including two opposed piston 
means, each piston means including a power piston, a 
bounce piston and a pumping piston; power, bounce and 
pump cylinders for the respective pistons, a high pressure 
accumulator, a first duct interconnecting said pump cylin 
ders and said accumulator, a first check valve in said first 
duct permitting flow of working liquid only from said 
pump cylinders to said high pressure accumulator, a sec 
ond duct interconnecting said accumulator and said 
bounce cylinders, a control valve connected in series 
with said second duct, said control valve having hydraul 
lically operated means hydraulically connected to said 
second duct for opening said control valve when pressure 
of the liquid in said high pressure accumulator reaches a 
predetermined minimum pressure p2 and for closing said 
control valve when said pressure reaches a maximum 
pressure p1, a low pressure accumulator, a third duct con 
necting said low pressure accumulator to said pump cylin 
ders, and a second check valve in series with said third 
duct permitting flow of the liquid only from said low 
pressure accumulator to said pumping pistons through 
said third duct. 

8. The free piston engine as defined in claim 7 in which 
said hydraulically operated means in said control valve 
includes a pilot cylinder and a pilot piston within said 
pilot cylinder, a fourth duct connecting the second check 
valve to said pilot cylinder, a fifth duct connecting said 
pilot cylinder to said high pressure accumulator, said pilot 
piston being responsive to pressure of liquid in said high 
pressure accumulator, said pilot piston connecting said 
fourth duct to said fifth duct when said pressure is equal 
to said pressure pi, and hydraulically operated control 
means connected to said second check valve and to said 
fourth duct, said control means being responsive to pres 
sure in said high pressure accumulator when said pilot 
piston responds to pressure p1 and connects said fourth 
duct to said fifth duct and said high pressure accumulator 
for blocking the normal operation of said second check 
valve as long as said second check valve remains con 
ected to said high pressure accumulator through said 

fourth and fifth ducts and said pilot cylinder. 
9. The free piston engine as defined in claim 7 which 

also includes means for blocking the normal operation of 
said second check valve upon closing of said control valve. 
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10. The free piston engine as defined in claim 7 which 

includes a pilot cylinder hydraulically connected to said 
high pressure accumulator, a pilot piston in said pilot 
cylinder, a spool valve operated by said pilot piston and 
a spring mechanically connected to said pilot piston for 
opposing the pressure of the liquid in said pilot cylinder 
on said pilot piston. 

11. In a free piston engine having a cylinder means 
and power, bounce and pumping piston means mounted 
in said cylinder means, first and second accumulator 
means, a control means for starting and stopping said 
engine, said control means including a hydraulic control 
valve hydraulically connected on one side to said first 
accumulator means and on the other side to said bounce 
means, a pilot cylinder and a pilot piston, said pilot cyl 
inder being hydraulically connected to said first accumu 
lator means, mechanical linkage between said pilot piston 
and said control valve for closing and opening said con 
trol valve, a biasing spring mechanically linked to said 
pilot piston for opposing pressure exerted on said pilot pis 
ton by hydraulic fluid filling said first accumulator means 
and said pilot cylinder, and means for adjusting the 
pressure exerted by said spring on said pilot piston. 

12. In the free piston engine, as defined in claim 11 in 
which said control means also includes an additional 
means mechanically linked to said control valve and to 
said pilot piston for making said valve open when the 
pressure of said hydraulic fluid is equal to a minimum 
pressure p2 and close when said pressure is equal to a 
maximum pressure p1. 

13. In the free piston engine defined in claim 12 in 
which said additional means comprises a stem connected 
to Said control means, two spaced detents on said stem, 
two hinged jaws engaging said stem, a spring connected 
to said jaws for pressing said jaws against said stem, and 
means for varying the pressure of said spring against said 
JaWS. 

14. In the free piston engine as defined in claim 12 in 
which said additional means comprises a poppet valve 
having a head, a stem connecting said poppet valve to said 
control valve, and a duct connecting the head side of said 
puppet valve to said first accumulator means. 

15. A free piston engine comprising an engine cylinder 
means including a power cylinder, a bounce cylinder and 
a pump cylinder; power, bounce and pump pistons with 
in respective cylinders; a high pressure accumulator, a 
bounce accumulator and a low pressure accumulator, first 
duct means interconnecting said pump cylinder with said 
high and low pressure accumulators, first and second 
check valves in said first duct means, said first check valve 
permitting flow of working fluid from said pump cylinder 
to said high pressure accumulator only during the power 
stroke of said engine, and said second check valve per 
mitting flow of said fluid from said low pressure accumu 
lator to said pump cylinder only during the compression 
stroke of said engine, second duct means interconnecting 
said bounce cylinder with said bounce accumulator, a 
third check valve in said second duct means permitting 
flow of fluid to said bounce accumulator from said bounce 
cylinder only during the power stroke of said engine, third 
duct means shunting said third check valve by being con 
nected on both sides of said third check valve to said 
second duct means, and a control means connected in 
series with said third duct means, said control means in 
cluding a valve, a pilot means hydraulically connected to 
said high pressure accumulator and mechanically con 
nected to said valve, said pilot means being operated by 
fluid from said high pressure accumulator for closing and 
opening said valve, and additional means for making said 
pilot means close said valve only when the pressure of said 
fluid in said high pressure accumulator reaches a maxi 
mum pressure p1 and open said valve when said pressure 
reaches a minimum pressure pa. 

16. The free piston engine as defined in claim 15 in 
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which said control means also includes first means for 
adjusting the value of 

and second means for decreasing or increasing the dif 
ference between p1 and pa without altering 

17. A free piston engine comprising a power cylinder 
and a dual purpose bounce-and-pump cylinder, a power 
piston within said power cylinder, a dual purpose bounce 
and-pump piston within said bounce-and-pump cylinder, 
said bounce-and-pump piston being mechanically colº 
nected to said power piston and operated by said power 
piston, a first high pressure accumulator, a first duct con 
necting said first accumulator to said bounce-and-pump 
cylinder, a second low pressure accumulator, a second 
duct connecting said second accumulator to said bounce 
and-pump cylinder, a first check valve connected in Series 
with said first duct, said first check valve having means 
permitting flow of working fluid only from said bounce 
and-pump cylinder to said first accumulator during the 
power stroke of said power piston, a second check valve 
connected in series with said second duct, said second 
check valve having means permitting flow of working fluid 
only from said second accumulator to said bounce-and 
pump cylinder during the compression stroke of Said 
power piston, a control valve connected in Series with 
said second duct, a pilot cylinder hydraulically connected 
to said first accumulator, a pilot piston within said pilot 
cylinder, said pilot piston being mechanically connected 
to said control valve for closing and opening said valve 
in response to pressure of said fluid in said first accumu 
lator, and means mechanically connected to said pilot pis 
ton for making said pilot piston close said valve only 
when said pressure in the high pressure accumulator is 
equal to a maximum pressure p1 and open said valve 
only when said pressure is equal to a minimum pres 
Slire p2. 

18. A free piston engine including a power cylinder 
and a power piston within said cylinder, bounce-and 
pump piston means, bounce-and-pump cylinder means for 
said bounce-and-pump piston means, said bounce-aid 
pump piston means being mechanically connected 
to said power piston, a high pressure accumulator, a first 
duct connecting said accumulator to said bounce-and 
pump cylinder means, a check valve in said first duct 
permitting flow of fluid only in one direction from said 
bounce-and-pump cylinder means to said accumulator 
during the power stroke of said power piston, or pilot cyl 
inder, a pilot piston within said pilot cylinder, a first vent 
passage in said pilot piston, a second duct connecting said 
pilot cylinder to said accumulator, said second duct con 
veying hydraulic fluid under pressure from said acclini 
lator to said pilot cylinder and said pilot piston for hy 
draulically actuating said pilot piston in response to a 
variation in pressure of said fluid in said high pressure 
accumulator, spring means mechanically connected to 
said pilot piston for opposing the pressure of said fluid 
on said pilot piston, a poppet valve mechanically coil 
nected to said pilot piston and actuated by said pilot 
piston; first and second hydraulic chambers, an orifice be 
tween said first and second chambers, said poppet valve 
closing and opening said orifice, a third duct connecting 
said first chamber to said accumulator, a master cylinder, 
a master piston in said master cylinder, a second vent 
passage in said pilot cylinder, said second went passage 
matching said first vent passage in said pilot piston when 
said pilot piston is in the depressed position, said de 
pressed position closing said crifice by means of said 
poppet valve, said second vent passage also extending into 
and opening into the master cylinder for conveying fluid 
to and from said master cylinder for operating said master 
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piston, a fourth duct connecting said second vent passage 
with said second chamber whereby compressed fluid from 
said accumulator is conveyed into said master cylinder 
through: said first, third and fourth ducts, said first and 
second chambers and said orifice; a fifth duct, a master 
valve connected in series said fifth duct, one end of said 
fifth duct being connected to said high pressure accumu 
lator and the other end of said fifth duct being connected 
to said cylinder means; a low pressure accumulator, a 
sixth duct connecting said second vent passage to said low 
pressure accumulator, the fluid from said high pressure 
accumulator actuating said pilot piston so as to close 
said poppet valve and convey fluid from said master cyl 
inder through the first and second vent passages and 
through said sixth duct to said low pressure accumu 
later for deemergizing said master piston and thereby 
closing said master valve for stopping said engine when 
the pressure of the fluid in said high pressure accumulator 
reaches maximum pressure p1; and for closing said first 
and second vent passages, opening said poppet valve and 
actuating said master piston for opening said master 
valve when said pressure in the high pressure accumulator 
reaches minimum pressure p3. 

19. In a free piston engine, including a power piston, 
a bounce piston and pump piston; power, bounce and 
pump cylinders for the respective pistons; a high pressure 
accumulator; a first duct connecting said high pres 
sure accumulator to said pump cylinder; a check valve 
connected in series with said first duct, said check valve 
permitting flow of working fluid only in one direction from 
said pump cylinder to Said high pressure accumulator; a 
low pressure accumulator; a second duct connecting said 
low pressure accumulator to said pump cylinder; a check 
valve connected in series with said second duct, said 
check valve permitting flow of fluid only in one direction 
from said low pressure accumulator to said pump cylin 
der; a third duct interconnecting high pressure accumu 
lator with said bounce cylinder; and control means con 
nected to said third duct, said control means including 
a main valve connected in series with said third duct; 
a master cylinder, a hydraulically actuated master piston 
within said master cylinder for opening and closing said 
inain valve; and a pilot valve connected to said high pres 
sure accumulator and actuated by the fluid under pressure 
in said high pressure accumulator, said pilot valve in 
cluding a poppet valve and duct means for conveying 
fluid under pressure to said master cylinder and master 
piston when the pressure of said fluid in said high pres 
Sure accumulator drops to a minimum pressure p, a pilot 
piston hydraulically connected to said high pressure ac 
Cumulator and mechanically connected to said, poppet 
Valve for opening and closing said poppet valve in re 
Sponse to the variation in pressure of fluid in said high 
preSSure accumulator, and, additional duct means closed 
and opened by said pilot piston, said additional duct means 
and said pilot piston venting the fluid from said master 
cylinder to said low pressure accumulator when the pres 
sure in said high pressure accumulator reaches a maxi 
mum value p1. 

20. A free piston engine comprising engine cylinder 
meals; first and second opposed engine piston means re 
ciprocally mounted in said cylinder means; each of said 
engine piston means including a power piston and addi 
tional piston means for pumping a working fluid and for 
producing a compression stroke of said engine piston 
means; a first accumulator means hydraulically connected 
to said additional piston means; said additional piston 
means pumping said fluid into said first accumulator 
means during the power stroke of said engine for convert 
ing the power generated during the power stroke into a 
potential energy of the fluid within said first accumulator 
means; a second low pressure accumulator hydraulically 
connected to said additional piston means; and control 
means for starting and stopping said engine, said control 
means being hydraulically connected to: said first accumu 
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lator means, said second accumulator and said additional 
piston means; said control means including a valve hy 
draulically connected on one side to said additional 
piston means and on the other side to one of said accumu 
lators; a pilot cylinder hydraulically connected to said 
first accumulator means, a pilot piston within said cylin 
der, the fluid from said first accumulator means nor 
mally exerting a hydraulic pressure on said pilot piston, 
a spring mechanically connected to said pilot piston for 
opposing said hydraulic pressure, and means intercon 
necting said pilot piston and said valve for closing said 
valve when pressure of said fluid in said first accumulator 
means and said pilot cylinder is equal to a maximum pres 
Sure p1 and for opening said valve when the last recited 
pressure is equal to a minimum pressure p, whereby said 
engine is operated between the pressure limits p1 and p2. 

21. A free piston engine comprising engine cylinder 
means; first and second opposed engine piston means re 
ciprocally mounted in said cylinder means; each of said 
engine piston means including a power piston and addi 
tional piston means for pumping a working fluid and for 
producing a compression stroke of said engine piston 
means; a first accumulator means hydraulically connected 
to said additional piston means; said additional piston 
means pumping said fluid into said first accumulator 
means during the power stroke of said engine for con 
verting the power generated during the power stroke into 
a potential energy of the fluid within said first accumu 
lator means; a second low pressure accumulator hydrauli 
cally connected to said additional piston means; and con 
trol means for starting and stopping said engine; said con 
trol means being hydraulically connected to: said first 
accumulator means, said second accumulator and said 
additional piston means; said control means including a 
valve hydraulically connected on one side to said addi 
tional piston means and on the other side to one of said 
accumulators; a pilot cylinder hydraulically connected to 
said first accumulator means, a pilot piston within said 
cylinder, the fluid from said first accumulator means nor 
mally exerting a hydraulic pressure on said pilot piston, a 
Spring mechanically connected to said pilot piston for op 
posing said hydraulic pressure, and means interconnecting 
Said pilot piston and said valve for closing said valve when 
pressure of Said fluid in said first accumulator means and 
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18 
for opening said valve when the last recited pressure is 
equal to a minimum pressure p, whereby said engine is 
operated between the pressure limits p1 and p. 

22. A free piston engine comprising an engine cylin 
der, a pair of opposed engine pistons reciprocally mounted 
in said cylinder, each of said pistons including bounce 
and pumping piston means, accumulator means, first duct 
means interconnecting said accumulator means and said 
bounce and pumping piston means, said accumulator 
means containing liquid compressed by said piston means, 
said piston means receiving said compressed liquid from 
said accumulator means through said first duct means to 
cause a compression stroke of said engine pistons, an 
automatic control mechanism, second duct means hy 
draulically connected to said first duct means and to said 
control mechanism for operating said control mechanism 
by means of said compressed liquid for starting and stop 
ping said engine in response to variation of pressure of 
said liquid in said accumulator means, said control mech 
anism including a pilot piston and a pilot cylinder hy 
draulically connected to said first duct means and said 
accumulator means through said second duct means, said 
pilot piston being constantly responsive to pressure of 
said liquid in said accumulator means, a valve connected 
in series with that portion of said first duct means which 
conveys said liquid to said bounce piston means, and 
additional means operatively interconnecting said valve 
with said pilot piston, said pilot piston closing said valve 
with the aid of said additional means when the pressure 
of said liquid in said accumulator means in equal to a 
maximum pressure p1 and opening said valve when the 
last recited pressure is equal to a minimum pressure p. 
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